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About IML
The Swiss company IML SA Swiss Dental Implants was
founded in 2009 by a close-knit team of professionals
with twenty-year experience in the dental industry,
especially dealing with implants.
Its engineers continuously strive to find effective
solutions for new implantology needs, ones that meet
the expectations of the most demanding professionals.
Main aim: to offer oral implantology that is Simple,
Safe and Stable through time.
These “3Ss” summarise the guidelines the Company
has established for its own standards and are pursued
in every action it takes every day.
But IML is much more than this:
It is research, development, education.
It is support to its dealer partners to achieve common
goals.
Being part of IML means to walk together along an
educational path, towards a new Ethical Implantology.
If you are a Dealer ready to share this philosophy,
cross the gate and discover the IML world.
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Certifications

Product registrations

Quality Maintenance is IML’s guiding principle
in a lifetime project embodied in the IML
Production Protocol, a constantly evolving
tool applied to the daily production of each component.
IML SA products are marked Medical Devices:
• EC (Class I) and EC 0425 (Class IIb and Class IIa),
manufactured in accordance with Medical Devices
Directive 93/42/EEC and subsequent modification,
amendments, and supplements.
• FDA 510 (k) approved

IML's products are registered at the Ministries of Health in

IML SA’s Quality Management for the design,
manufacture, and marketing of dental implants,
instrumentation, and related accessories complies
with the Directives and regulations in force.
[ICIM]
UNI-EN ISO 9001:2015
UNI CEI EN ISO 13485:2012
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• Switzerland
• Italy
• Poland
• Romania
• Vietnam
• Iran
• Jordan
Registrations in progress in
• Taiwan
• India
• Russia
• Bielorussia
• Kazakhstan
• Uzbekistan

Quality
in Product

IML implants.
Smile partners, lifetime.
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Universe 2.9
The perfect solution for:
• aesthetic position
• thin bone crest
• D1-D3 bone density
• limited space between front teeth
• immediate loading
• delayed loading

Unique diameter 2.9 mm

Passing screw locked by a
Morse taper connection
Switching Platform

Internal connection locking the taper to the internal
dodecagon using a passing screw

Connection interface up to
H 5.1 mm

SL Surface Treatment

Alternating double spiral: square and spur
Self-tapping screw tip
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Universe
The perfect solution for:
• any bone density
• post extraction
• delayed loading
• immediate loading
Passing screw locked by a
Morse taper connection

Connection interface up to
H 5.5 mm

Single platform for all diameters

Switching Platform
Micro-grooved Collar

Internal connection locking the taper to the internal
dodecagon using a passing screw
SL Surface Treatment

Self-tapping screw tip
Alternating double spiral: square and spur
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Starfly
When to use
this implant:

golden-yellow
anodized

•low-medium density bone
• post extraction
• delayed loading
• immediate loading

2.43
Ø3.5

one platform, RP:
one prosthetic size

internal hexagon connection
2.43 mm:
• + protection of the
connecting screw from
excessive load
• - horizontal strains
on the bone
• balance distribution
of the forces into the implant

smooth golden-yellow anodized switching platform 0.5 mm h:
• contrasts the bacterial attack
• enhances the soft tissues adhesion and the maintenance of
the crestal bone level

5 thousandths tolerance on
the hexagon measure
smooth cylindrical neck 1.5 mm h:
+ flexibility in depth during the positioning in site

tapered core
SL Surface Treatment

rounded tip:
• facilitates implant site centering
• reduces lesions risk
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emphasised spirals
self-tapping apex:
reduced osteotomy

compact the soft bone:
excellent primary stability

Power and Power OM
The perfect solution for:
• Any bone density;
• Post extraction;
• System with abutment tilt
lower than 30°;
• Electric-welded implantology
with immediate loading.

Abutment resistant
to transverse loads

Hexagonal head: for connection with the implant driver

Retention channels:
perfect crown anchorage

Controlled finish surface roughness and polished:
best aesthetic result for crown transparency

Monoblock

IMPLANT Ø3.4, Ø4, Ø5, Ø6
Pre-defined transmucosal
area h 2.5 for easy
prosthetic management

Double alternate spur and square spiral

SL surface treatment
Root-shaped body

Self-tapping apex and
rounded tip
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BioStem System
Due to synergies achieved with the University of Lecce and
with suppliers, the IML Research and Development team
has developed the BioStem System, an innovative process to
support the host during the postoperative period and aimed at
improving the osteointegration process.
First in the world in safety, simplicity, and speed of application,
the effective results of the BioStem System are based on using
the patient’s autologous growth factors. By using a special kit
to take a blood sample from the patient half an hour before
the operation, valuable components can be obtained that once
introduced into the sterile blister of the Universe implant, are
absorbed by the implant surface.
With a surface now coated with an organic autologous
substance, the implant is put in place and facilitates the
healing process without extraneous aids to the host. The
resulting lower bone stress results in reduced healing times
and a considerably reduced risk of rejection.
The use of BioStem System is optional and applicable with all
IML implant systems.
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Mechanical excellence
How important is the well execution of the mechanical
work in the connection of an implant or in the head of
a screw?
Just as important as it is that the abutment remains
well screwed to the implant.
IML is fully aware of the issues generated by all types of
production defects and knows how to resolve them, and
above all, it knows how to obtain, and systematically
repeat, a PERFECT MECHANICAL EXECUTION.
For example, IML guarantees 5 thousandths of a
millimeter tolerance on the measure of the hexagonal
connection of the implant, on every single implant.
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5 thousandths tolerance on
the hexagon measure

Quality Checks
Process

Control of quality or quality control? A play on words,
useful in explaining that checking is not enough for
IML.
Control in IML is synonymous with uncompromising
elimination of all those components that present the
slightest imperfection even if only aesthetic.
It means making a commitment to selling only very
specific components in order to be “as precise as the
Swiss”.
It means that we must fully take on the cost of this
commitment both pursued and maintained ethically
and proudly by IML and by taking the patient’s health
and the surgeon’s skills into consideration.

• Identification of each individual component’s critical
points
• Drafting documents with a list of the critical points
specific to each individual component indicating the
sequence of checks to be carried out
• Over 30 checks are performed on 100% of the
components manufactured in the various manufacturing
phases:
– Dimensional controls
– Removal of burrs and dross
– Functional tests to remove non-perfect components
are performed on 100% of the components
• The operator signs off each check to certify that he or
she accepts responsibility for the checks made
• Regular laboratory analyses check conformity of
implant surfaces
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Packaging

IML’s packaging process is performed in compliance with the standards set by the EC 93/42 Directive, which guarantee the sterilisation shelf-life. The IML implants are sterilised by beta rays.
The implants are packaged in a ABS container that, in turn, is placed inside a plastic container safety seal cap. Then the plastic container is placed inside a cardboard box bearing a removable label,
bearing the implant information details. Further two copies of the label are into the cardboard box, to be placed on the implant passport and on the patient’s medical record sheet.

Grey ABS implant
system stopper and
red ABS cover screw
stopper are carefully
washed and dried.
The dental implant is
contained in titanium
spacers.

The transparent grey
fumè Polypropylene (PP)
container is closed with a
white Polypropylene (PP)
stopper with a safety seal.

Name of product

Diameter

The cardboard box (3.5 x 6.2 x
3.5 cm) must be stored in a dry
place at room temperature.

Lenght

Product code

Lot number
Use by YYYY-MM

Sterilized device
Warning, please read enclosed documents

Manufacturer

Do not
re-sterilize

All IML’s products are CE in compliance with
the Directive 93/42/CEE.

Single-use device
Do not use if packaging
is damaged
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Quality
in Dealer support

IML and the Dealer,
Together, towards the top.
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Thanks to a cooperation agreement with the Department of
Continuing Dental Education of the New York University College
of Dentistry, the largest Dentistry private school in the U.S.A., IML
can organize for its customers Dentist advanced implantology
courses.
The courses happen at the University location in New York City.
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Education
Implantology courses dedicated to Dentists
IML supports its Dealers organizing high quality and
innovative courses dedicated to Dentists, in their
Country, in Europe and in U.S.A.

• Theoretical courses, basic and advanced
• Hands-on live patient courses, basic and advanced
• Master courses
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Education
Courses dedicated to Sales Representatives
Technical competence in implantology, problem
solving approach, passion.
These are the values that IML transfers to its Dealers’
sales persons, thanks to courses specifically designed
for:
• Theoretical implantology, basic and advanced
• Selling techniques applied to high quality
Implantology.

Be proud to be an IML Ambassador.
Your Customers will need you.
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Follow us
iml ch.com
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Educational events
for Quality culture
In collaboration with its Dealers, IML designs
customized events aimed to increase the quality
awareness in the professionals, both in implantology
and lifestyle.
• Seminars focused on the real meaning of “Quality in
Implantology”
• Guided tours at IML production facilities
• Swiss and Italian lifestyle
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Continuous innovation
Forthcoming

• New implant systems
• Supplementary products
• New, innovative courses on quality, ethics and dental
practice management

NORWAY
SWITZERLAND

GERMANY
POLAND

UNITED KINGDOM

ROMANIA
NORTH AMERICA

TURKEY

ITALY

SYRIA

IRAQ

SPAIN

IRAN

GREECE
EGYPT
JORDAN

KUWAIT

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
SAUDI ARABIA

Contacts
IML SA
Administrative and operational location:
Via Moree, 16 - Ingresso B
6850 Mendrisio (Switzerland)
Tel: +41 (0)916001310
www.iml-ch.com
info@immediateload.com
COME AND VISIT US
You are most welcome to come visit us on a guided
tour of our Company.
Do not hesitate to contact us for a date.
Distance by car from airports:
• Lugano Agno (LUG) - Switzerland > 22 km - 25 min
• Milan Malpensa (MXP) - Italy > 57 km - 45 min
• Milan Linate (LIN) - Italy > 72 km - 60 min
• Milan Orio al Serio (BGY) Italy > 102 km - 90 min

TAIWAN

QATAR

VIETNAM
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